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This year’s Celebration of Brewers Award Banquet
celebrated Ken Grossman, founder of Sierra Nevada
Brewing, and was an event not to be missed. The
celebration was held in the Empire Room at the Hilton
Milwaukee City Center on Sunday, September 22nd.
Auction items were plentiful and varied, ranging from a
brewery tour to memorabilia to tours at Old World
Wisconsin, a spice basket and a German dinner for six. All items were well bid on and winners
were announced at the evening’s end.
As part of the pre-dinner festivities, Bob McGill tapped a keg of beer brewed at Old World
Wisconsin in the style of the 19th century brewers. Those who wanted could sample the brew.
(See picture on page 7)
The Museum honored Ken Grossman with the Karl Strauss Award which was presented
by Dr. David Ryder. Mr. Grossman was honored as a pioneer in the craft brewing industry.
When addressing the audience, he talked about the changes he has witnessed in the craft beer
industry.
In addition to the Karl Strauss Award, Tom and Marge Volke were honored as
Outstanding Life Long volunteers of the Museum. Jerry Janiszewski was honored for his longstanding contributions to the Museum.
Gary Luther talked about the development of a brewery at Old World Wisconsin and the
growth of the partnership. Rose Marie Wabiszewski was recognized for her generous
contributions to assist the Museum efforts in establishing an active brewery at the Old World
site. Plans for the 2020 season continue to grow and evolve.
Tim Murphy spoke about Wisconsin Breweries who participated and won awards in the
2018 Great American Beer Festival and the World Beer Cup.
These craft brewers included
Tribute Brewing Company of Eagle River, winning a gold medal for their White Legs Jalapeno
Wheat and Stevens Point Brewery winning a silver award for Whole
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A Message From
Our President . . .
Bob Heger

While the unexpected winter weather says
December and Christmas, it is only early November and
Thanksgiving is just a few days away. However, now is the
time to step back, reflect and appreciate our blessings and to say thank you
to those who have helped us along the way. The Museum of Beer and Brewing volunteers are
wrapping up another successful program season with conclusion of the Historic Brewing
Program at Old World Wisconsin, a fantastic European trip, the Celebration of Brewers and
presentation of the Karl Strauss Award to Ken Grossman and the Sierra Nevada Brewing Co.
Thank you for the tireless service of many volunteers who make late 1880’s brewing
come alive in full day re-enactment demonstrations for children and adults. We love the joy
they demonstrate in sharing the story of historic brewing techniques, beer styles and
ingredients. Thank you for Board members that commit to multi-year leadership service, the
conduct of organizational operations, the hosting of a first-class celebration of beer and
brewing and conduct of our highly regarded international beer culture travel experiences.
We are especially thankful for our members; you are the reason we exist and strive to
achieve the goal of developing a permanent beer museum. As we work to advance our mission
and earn your continued support, we encourage you to get involved. There are many ways to
do this from sharing feedback to volunteer service. Feel free to contact me at
rjhegermke@gmail.com.
Next year, in partnership with the Wisconsin Historical Society, we will move closer to
completing the Brewery project at Old World Wisconsin. We look forward to a 2021
inauguration. We continue to explore options for a collaboratively developed Milwaukee
museum.
With thanks and appreciation,
Bob Heger

MB&B members,
I hope you enjoy the latest edition of the Museum newsletter. It is always
enjoyable to receive an advance copy of the articles that will be included. You too
can contribute. Contact me and I am sure we can arrange for you to have an article
or picture included in a future edition. I want to thank everyone that writes for the
newsletter. Your contribution is greatly appreciated. Have an enjoyable few
months. Look for the MB&B at the Milwaukee Public Museum’s Food and Froth
February 15th.

Darrell Smith

sdarrell770@gmail.com

The answer to last issue’s trivia question: The answer to last issue’s
trivia question: Until 2017 zythum, an ancient malt beer, held an honor in
the Oxford English Dictionary. What was the honor? Zythum was the last
word in the dictionary. Zythum was an unfermented ancient Egyptian beer
usually flavored with ginger and juniper. The last word in the OED is
presently zyzzyva, a genus of tropical weevils found in South America.
This issue’s trivia question: The popular cartoon character Mr. Magoo was used by two
breweries in the 1950s to promote their beer. What breweries are we talking about?
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Museum of Beer & Brewing Leads
First Homebrewer Weekend At
Old World Wisconsin
The Museum of Beer and Brewing guided by Jerry
Janiszewski recruited the Beer Barons of Milwaukee for the
first Homebrewers Weekend at Old World Wisconsin. On
Saturday, September 14th Beer Barons President Rahshal
Kowal, and members Rob & Sherry Howard brewed a
Kolsch Style beer in the Old World Wisconsin’s Caldwell
Hall, demonstrating modern home brewing techniques
using a Grainfather all-in-one all-grain
brewing system.
They captured the
interest of visitors who watched them
mash, sparge, boil and cool, within this
self-contained unit. A unit was also on
display for guests to take a closer look.
As Baron Patrick McHugh stated “we’re
demonstrating brewing methods from
Brewing a
the Jetsons to the Flintstones this
Farmhouse Ale at
weekend”.
Four Mile House.
Patrick took on the latter of the
two methods on Sunday, September
15th as he and fellow Baron Rich
McKagan brewed a delicious “Viking Nordic Traditional Farmhouse Ale” using firewood in an old
cast iron stove located in the Old World Wisconsin’s Four Mile House at the Crossroads Village.
The unique recipe called for Spruce/Juniper branches
instead of hops for flavoring. Both the Kolsch Style
and Viking Ale were served at the Barons September
meeting and received favorable reviews.
Other brewing activities included our Museum of
Beer and Brewing Historic Brewing Demonstration. We
brewed a tasty Marzen beer for Oktoberfest. Some
OWW volunteers brewed a Sahti beer in the 1910’s
Finnish Home along with baking bread using
beer yeast. They also cooked a beer soup so
that you don’t just have to drink beer, you
Brewing at
can slurp it too!
Caldwell Hall
using a
The event was sponsored by Briess
modern
Malt & Ingredients Co. and the Beer Barons
Grainfather
all-in-one
brewing
system.

Patrick HcHugh, Rich McKagan and Jerry
Janiszewski explain brewing methods to guests.

played a big role in assuring future Home
Brewing Weekends.
The Wisconsin Historical
Society has owned Old World Wisconsin since
1976 and plans are to build a fully operational
brewery and beer garden as part of a
reconfigured park entrance project.
Special
thanks to our MB&B Brew Crew, Rahshal, Patrick,
Rich, and Rob & Sherry for their time and effort
to make this a success. We’re looking forward to
next year when we can get more homebrewers to
brew at Old World.
Prosit!
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This is the second of a two part article
written and published by author Rich Wagner
continued from Issue 40. We would like to
thank him for permission to share it with our
membership.

Before
they
dropped
“Old” from their name
they tried out “New” Old
Reading.
(Doxie
Collection)

Old Reading Brewing Co.
The Reading Brewing Co., known as
Health Beverage Co. during prohibition, was
renamed Old Reading Brewing Co. after
repeal. They published a number of
trademark announcements in The Western
Brewer in the summer of 1934 establishing
claim to their use of the term “Reading” since
1886 and establishing the name “Old
Reading.”

New packaging for
Light
Reading
Premium.
(Doxie
Collection)

The Brew masters

Brands and Advertising

Charles A. Spaeth was master brewer
after repeal. His brother George D. Spaeth,
(U.S. Brewers’ Academy 1937) replaced him
upon his death in 1944 and continued until he
retired in 1952. Their chemist, Kevin S.
Merkt, graduated two years later. Edward
Elmo Messer, also a U.S. Brewers’ Academy
graduate joined Old Reading as assistant
brew master in 1944. He had experience at
Home Brewing in Richmond and more
recently at Otto Erlanger Brewing in
Philadelphia.
Messer
became
bottling
superintendent in 1951 about the same time
Adolph Uhrig came on board. He was
assistant brew master to Messer when the
brewery closed in 1976.

Bru-Joy was introduced in November
1935. In December 1938 they rolled out
Berkshire Ale. In 1940 Trommer’s brewery in
Brooklyn filed a suit against Old Reading for
using their trademarked “White Label” brand
and won.
After much research, Old Reading
adopted an advertising campaign that
embraced the local Pennsylvania Dutch
culture. Harry Fishman, secretary and general
manager of the firm wrote about the sales
boosting campaign for American Brewer in
March 1946. The research involved oral
history, historical society collections and
artifacts in order to produce drawings and
paintings to authentically illustrate, among
other things: "The Pennsylvania Dutch
Fireplace"; "Making Apple Butter"; "Hop
Pillow"; "Basket Making"; "The Kentucky
Rifle" ( which really came from Pennsylvania)
and "Barn Raising." They had requests from
as far away as Canada from schools, historical
societies and museums to add the images to
their curricula and collections. Along with

Modernization
The company announced a $150,000
modernization and expansion program in
January 1958, which increased storage
capacity by 10,000 barrels and upgraded
machinery in the bottling plant. The following
year they allocated $375,000 for a modern
warehouse and platform with a tunnel
beneath the main line of the Reading Railroad
to
convey
packaged
product
to
the
warehouse. Five years later there was a $1M
expansion which added an additional 12,000
barrels of storage and improvements to the
bottling plant.
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these, a series of coasters with a cartoon treatment
of
Pennsylvania
Dutch sayings, complete
with English translations,
provided some levity to
the campaign. A 16-page
illustrated booklet with a
summary of the campaign was sent to all licensees and distributors.
In November 1952,
responding to changing
tastes, the company ran
full page newspaper ads
proclaiming the introduction of “New” Old Reading
Beer as being “Lighter!
Dry-er!
Tastier!
With
Good Pennsylvania Dutch Flavor.” Thumbing
their nose at the trend, Philadelphia Ortlieb’s
advertised theirs as the “Wet Beer.”
At a certain point the folksy image was
appealing to an ever-shrinking customer
base, and like most breweries needed to attract the post-war baby boomers that were
coming of age. "A market largely up for grabs
with a largely non-loyal segment of 21 to 35year-olds that comprised 30% of the market,”
said John Whitehall a local beer distributor for
a newspaper article in 1988. Reading beer
was distributed throughout the Mid-Atlantic
States and while sales were good, the company was looking for growth. Starting in 1959
the company deleted the word “Old” from
their name and developed a totally new and
modern brand image manifest in the new
“bulls-eye” label and Reading Premium Beer
brand. Attention was given to make the font
at least resemble the former label so as not to
alienate older customers who had responded
so well to their traditional Pennsylvania Dutch
theme. There was even a
stylized Distelfink in the bulls
-eye
above
the
word
“Reading,” craning its neck
with a nod to tradition. The
campaign resulted in a 17%
increase in sales. The following year the brewery ranked
49th in the nation with sales
of 160,000 barrels.
Introduced in 1961 Mardi
Gras Malt Liquor credited a
slow fermentation for its
champagne-like flavor and
was packaged in green 12
oz. bottles with foil neck
label. (Doxie Collection)
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One could say that all the expansion
came at just the wrong time as one regional
brewer after another became casualties of
the larger national brewers’ capture of the
market. For a perspective, the Blue Book in
1973
lists
eighteen
breweries
in
Pennsylvania. Seven years later there were
only nine. John Whitehead, the distributor
interviewed in an article about the brewery in
1988, said that back in the day he couldn’t
give away the national brands, but television
changed that and local brand loyalty went the
way of your grandfather’s moustache,
although loyalty to local products probably
lasted longer in tradition-bound Pennsylvania
Dutch Country than in other demographics.
He credited some poor business decisions for
the demise of the Reading brewery, especially
chasing far-flung markets where Reading expats lived and traveled, like Florida.

The End of Brewing in Reading
Schmidt’s of Philadelphia purchased
Reading’s brands in order to add 200,000
barrels to their production. The same year
they ended up with Rheingold’s brands. It
was as if struggling regional brewers were
playing Monopoly, picking up brewery brands
instead of properties like Boardwalk and Park
Place. With breweries in Philadelphia and
Cleveland, Schmidt’s acquired the Duquesne,
P.O.C., Erie, Reading, Ortlieb’s, McSorley’s,
Rheingold and Knickerbocker brands. But in
1987 Heileman purchased the Schmidt
brands and moved production to their plant in
Baltimore.
Gary Catt covered the closing of the
Reading Brewery for the Reading Eagle April
16, 1976, writing: “Death came officially to
the brewery at 4 p.m. The knell was a foggy
blast of an air whistle… that signaled
hopelessness for the men in the stanawat
[steinwert or tasting room] Thursday. It blew
too long, loud and empty. The raucous
atmosphere in the stanawat stilled. Whitecapped glasses of fresh Reading brew were
hoisted ceremoniously. The men drank
deeply… and
swallowed
hard
…as
they ribbed
each other,
“See
you
Monday
at
8th
and
Penn…
the
unemployment office.”

According to the Brewers Association there are over 7,450 breweries in
operation across the country in 2019. As industry growth has slowed, craft
brewers are slowly increasing their share of the total market. Many local
communities continue to support their local craft brewers as history seems to
be repeating itself. Jerry enjoys writing and speaking about breweries and the
history of the brewing industry.
Ryan mentioned that he values and applies the long history of traditional brewing
but is always searching for ways to add twists
to classic recipes. I can speak from firsthand
experience that he brews some excellent
beers. His 1892 Pilsner has a nice bready flavor with a well-rounded hoppy finish from using Czech Saaz hops. It has a crisp clean finish and is one of my favorites. Other selections include Bankrupt Witbier, Electric Amber
Red Ale, and PA McCracken American Pale
Ale.
The Kitchen prides itself in sourcing
products from their neighbors and features a
made-from-scratch menu. They also offer a
selection of pizza baked on their open hearth
brick pizza oven. A favorite appetizer consists of Hill Valley Dairy cheese curds fried in
East Troy Brewery beer batter served with
their stout mustard. They also serve a delicious fish fry on Fridays.
The historic photos that line the wall
reveal the history of the town and serve as an
excellent tie in to this historic building which
now serves as a modern craft brewery and
restaurant. Set your sights on visiting this
interesting part of Americana tucked away in
East Troy, Wisconsin. You won’t be disappointed that you did.

I’ve always enjoyed visiting the quaint
village square of East Troy, Wisconsin especially during the holidays. You’ll find The
East Troy Brewery (etbrew.com) located in
one of the historic buildings and businesses
that encircle the square. Their grand opening
and ribbon cutting event took place on January 10th of this year. This unique craft brewery and restaurant resides in a restored brick
building built in 1892 and has served as a
bank
throughout
its
history.

Another
small
town brewery recently
opened in the heart of
Central Wisconsin.
It’s
located at 804 Churchill
Street in Waupaca and is
named the H.H. Hinder
Brewing
Company
(www.hinderbrewingco.
com). The building was
built in 1958 and was
formerly known as the
Waupaca Family Center
which
sold
clothing,
shoes and arts & crafts items. It became a
major renovation project for owners Mike and
Jackie Stroik.

The owners combine state-of-the-art
brewing technology with historic sections of
the old bank. The old-fashioned vault is open
and on display including an epoxied floor created with pennies from wall to wall. The bar
is located where the old teller windows were
with the ornamental iron works hanging over
the customers. A comfortable lounge area
with couches and fireplace along with a service bar overlook the brewing system offering
an excellent seat to watch Head Brewer Ryan
Hammerel brew his fine selection of beers.
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In May they hired award-winning Brew
master David Oldenburg who worked at
Titletown Brewing Company in Green Bay.
He’s creating the recipes for all the delicious
craft beer that the company brews in its
seven barrel brew system today.
David’s
brews have won numerous awards over the
years and in 2015 he was named the Great
American Beer Festival Large Brewpub

Brewer of the Year.

His Red Tail American Amber Ale has a
nice malt forward taste and serves as their
flagship beer. Their Hinderfest 2019 Marzen
beer is a malty amber lager brewed with the
rich malt of a Bavarian-style Marzen hopped
with
plenty
of
woody,
pine
like
German
Hops.
It’s
a
terrific
fall seasonal
brew
which
rounds
out
their
lineup
including
HINDERweizen, GladAss Porter, Roofer’s
Delight Red Lager, and Swift Kick IPA.
The brewery is impeccably clean and
contains wood barrels for some future barrel
aging projects. A large taproom includes a
ceiling that characterizes the inside of a
wooden beer barrel and you can sit in their
unique bar stools called “Hinder Holders” that
are similar to a saddle. They also have the
most unique metal gear shaped flight holders
that I’ve ever noticed.
Lisa, our very
knowledgeable bartender, discussed our beer
samples with us and gave us the scoop on the
history of the building and brewery. This is
the first brewery to open in Waupaca since
German immigrant Leonard Arnold opened
Arnold’s Brewery around 1858 and it closed
shortly after his death in 1888.
A variety of food items are also served
in the taproom which has a rustic appeal and
ample room. It’s the one place where you
can grab a “Hinder” anytime you want and
not get into trouble. A “Hinder” beer that is.
This is another stop that’s worth veering off
the beaten path to visit and enjoy their
hospitality. Please remember to support your
local craft brewery and museum.
Prosit!

Bob McGill tapped a keg of beer brewed at
Old World Wisconsin in the style of the 19th
century brewers at the Celebration of
Brewers Banquet in September.

By: Bob Giese
Another Germanfest is in the books.
The Museum of Beer & Brewing had one of
the most popular informational table. The
theme this year was castles. Our table had
pictures of breweries that were designed as
castles. From the time the grounds opened we
had a continuous flow of people. Many good
comments and as usual, many wanted to
know more about us. Copies of past newsletters were very popular. Pabst bricks were
also popular, sold for $100 to help support
the Museum. Those that purchased a brick
got their name on the Pabst plaque and a
years subscription to our newsletter.
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By: Darrell Smith
Those that know me accept it when I pull out my beer grading
pocket notebook at breweries and brewpubs. I keep tally of breweries/
brewpubs I have visited along with the beers I have sampled. Items scored
include things such as malt flavor, hop profile, general characteristics, IBUs,
ABV, and most importantly whether or not I would order another. I have my
style preferences so I have to be careful to state the beer may fit the style
perfectly but is not to my personal taste. Not carrying the judging guidelines
I cannot be too critical of an unacceptable beer.
That is essentially the premise Lucy Birmingham used in My Beer
Year. She documents her beer experience from having an India Pale Ale in her Portland,
Oregon kitchen which leads to her sitting down and taking the exam to become a Certified
Cicerone. Along the way she documents her adventures on a hop farm, craft brewers, foreign
travels, chefs, beer sommeliers, and many beer drinkers, including those at the GABF.
A cicerone designates a hospitality professional with proven experience in selecting,
acquiring, and serving today’s wide range of beer. There are approximately 2500 people with a
Certified Cicerone (Trademark) certificate.
Many people sit down with a beer and know there is something exceptionally special
about the beverage. These attributes could be positive or negative. Lucy decided she needed to
know more about flavors such as caprylic, diacetyl and fusel. What are the actual taste
descriptions associated with the flavor? What caused it? Was the flavor intentional or
accidental?
In order to learn more she set out on an intensive year of beer school. There are
programs that allow people, for a price, to learn the basics of becoming a cicerone. What fun is
a classroom when travel and a hands-on experience is available?
As Lucy reports on her progress from home brewing, with irregular results, to the day of
her test, and beyond, the formulation of beer recipes are involved. A recipe formulation
includes several factors. Examples are Crystal 20L versus Crystal 10L. What about Crystal 80L?
What types of yeast are better for an ale versus a lager? Just what is a porter? Does an India
Pale Ale have a higher IBU to withstand the slow boat trip from England to India? What is the
difference between an APA and an IPA? What flavors do the different varieties of hops impart in
beer? Which are better to use fresh hops or pellets? These, and more, are some of the
questions she attempts to answer on her quest for beer wisdom.
In order to answer these questions we travel along as she experiences taste testing at
Widmer Brothers Brewing to determine if the beer is good enough to leave the brewery. Spoiler
alert: not all met the standards. We next learn about hop production during harvest at a hop
farm. Many hop contracts are several years out which requires brewers to estimate what beers
will be popular and therefore produced in the future. It takes several years to grow hops from
a newly planted field which means growers are guessing as to future demand.
A trip to Europe includes a quick visit to Germany with a more extended stay in Belgium.
She visits world renowned Cantillon brewery, a brewery that produces some of the world’s most
famous lambics. Those of us that went on the second Museum beer tour visited the brewery
and sampled some of their beverages. The brewery was described perfectly with the following,
“…under the slanted wooden beams of the attic sat some battered and rusted barrels covered
with tiny dots of white mold and decorated with delicate cobwebs.” Another quote, which could
have been from our guide was, “For the first time in human history, we have children eating
sugar every single day of their life since they were born. The result: their taste buds are
calibrated on sweetness. So people today hate two flavors: sourness and bitterness.”
More memories were rekindled as she discussed her visit to Koln, (Cologne) Germany
and the Kolsch ale available. The important act of beer drinking Kolsch beer and proper
etiquette and use of the beer coaster was mentioned.
This a thoroughly enjoyable book to read. A small quibble would be that there are a few
grammatical errors that are easily corrected. Pick up a book and learn if she passed the exam.
My Beer Year By Lucy Burningham
Roost Books, 2016
ISBN: 978-1-61180-271-9 $16.95 softcover
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By: Bob Giese
Sarah also was bitten by the
home brewing bug when her dad gave
her a home brewing kit her brother left
behind when he moved to England.
After getting married she still enjoyed
making beer and purchased equipment
which she used on the family stove. As
she stated, “My equipment cost about
the same as my husband’s golf clubs”.
The building they are in has
been a variety of other businesses
including a service station, car repair
shop, and a car dealership. The name
Ooga is in reference to an old car horn.
Very clever.
The bar has room for ten at it and
room for more at tables away from the bar. It
also has an attractive patio where there is
ample seating.
This is the first brewery in Beaver Dam
since the Ziegler Brewery went out of
business in 1953. If I may, this is just a
thought, but wouldn’t it be great if they were
able to continue the Ziegler family tradition
and make Ziegler beer again?

To
my surprise
when driving through
Beaver Dam
I
saw
a
very
impressive
sign
on
Spring
Street that
said
Ooga
Brewing
Company.
It was time to wet my whistle, so I
stopped in to see what type of beers were
available. The variety was ample with a
Weissbier, American Pale Ale, American Porter, IPA, Jalapeno Cream Ale and an American Amber. Also available is a Gluten free
Copper Ale. I had the American Amber. Well
done, good balance with no aftertaste.

The head brewer is Jeff Scanlan, and
the assistant Brewer is Sarah Ferree. Sarah
said they opened on June 29, 2019. The
hours are 4:00 to 10:00 Monday through
Thursday. Noon to 11:00 on Friday and Saturday, and 12:00 to 5:00 on Sunday. Business has been so well received that some of
the local bars are interested in handling their
beer, but at this time they only have enough
for their popular location.
Jeff was always fascinated with beer
from the time he was young. The signs,
memorabilia, and smell of the hops made him
what he is today. When he was old enough,
he asked his Father for a homebrew kit. After
his first homebrew he was hooked. Prior to
being head brew master at Ooga Jeff polished
his trade in Sun Prairie.
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___ Please send information
___ $ 25 Family
___ $ 50 Collector
___ $100 Brewer
___ $250 Master Brewer
___ My Membership/renewal
dues are enclosed
Please send to: P.O. Box 1376
Milwaukee, WI 53201-1376
Name _________________________
Address ________________________
_______________________________
City

State

Zip

Phone _________________________
E-mail _________________________

Or sign up on line at:

www.brewingmuseum.org.

Ryan Bogenschneider
ryan.bogenschneider@yahoo.com
Frederick C. Gettelman
fredget@sbcglobal.net
Bob Giese
ezjazz1@sbcglobal.net
Bob Heger
rjhegermke@gmail.com
Geoff Kroening
gmkroening@aol.com
Gary Luther
gary.luther@sbcglobal.net
Tim Murphy
Tmurphy200@Hughes.net
Andy Ogens
andy@ogens.com
Dr. David Ryder
dr.davidryder@gmail.com
Thomas Volke
bulletindigest@att.net

Our Mission
To preserve and display the
proud history of beer and
brewing throughout the world
and particularly in North America.

P.O. Box 1376
Milwaukee, WI 53201-1376

Help us make the Vision a
Reality. Join Today!

